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1 Introduction

1.1 The topichood dimension in discourse reference tracking through subject pronouns

The success of communicative acts depends on how speakers encode information and how receivers decode it. In this process, reference to entities plays a key role and entails the selection of the appropriate expression among several referential forms differing in their degree of explicitness. Ariel’s (1990) Accessibility Theory predicts a correlation between referring expressions (REs) and the cognitive processes involved in the accessibility of discourse referents: whereas full content REs (e.g. Determiner Phrases, DPs) refer to antecedents whose accessibility is low, pronouns, as less informative forms, pick up highly accessible antecedents in discourse. Pronouns, being referentially empty, must recover referential content from other discourse elements and, therefore, by performing co-reference, reference is solved and redundancy can be avoided. This requirement applies specifically to third person pronouns, since first and second pronouns have a constant referential denotation (see the classical approach from Benveniste 1966). In this paper, we focus on the process of reference production and expression alternation in reference tracking through third person subject pronouns across clauses.

Null subject languages like Spanish or Moroccan Arabic (MA) allow the omission of subjects and have two types of pronouns: null pronouns (NPs) and overt pronouns (OPs). However, the choice between them is not arbitrary as it obeys discourse constraints. Focusing on Spanish, the distribution of NPs and OPs has been largely discussed in descriptive studies (Luján 1985; Fernández Soriano 1999) and in corpus studies from variationist (de Prada Pérez 2009; Carvalho et al. 2015), generative (Domínguez 2013; Lozano 2016) and cognitive perspectives (Blackwell and Quesada 2012). According to these studies, NPs are mainly used in topic continuity contexts (thus having a [-Topic Shift] feature, henceforth [-TS]) and OPs express a change of referent (thus having a [+Topic Shift] feature, henceforth [+TS]). These discourse specializations seem to be consistent across null subject languages, as previous studies have also found similar patterns for Italian (Sorace et al. 2009) and Catalan (Bel et al. 2010), among others. MA is a pro-drop language with null subjects,
expletives and overt subject pronouns that convey particular pragmatic roles, such as contrast or emphasis. In embedded contexts, similar biases towards subject or object antecedents for NPs and OPs have been experimentally attested (Bel and García-Alcaraz 2015) signaling (non)switch of reference in similar ways to those of Spanish. Moreover, in MA, as is the case in Spanish, NPs are the unmarked option (except for present tense copular constructions, where the OP is compulsory). Based on this description, it seems that MA does not differ greatly from the typical pro-drop languages.

While most studies agree in explaining the alternation of NPs and OPs as dependent of \([\pm TS]\) feature, some diverge in what might be understood as topic. For instance, under the topic maintenance label factors such as previous mention of the antecedent, distance from the antecedent or the syntactic function of the antecedent, to mention a few, are included (see de Prada Pérez 2009 for a review). Whatever the case, reference continuity, broadly understood, favors the use of NPs over OPs. In the present study, we adopt the proposal by Zubizarreta (1999), who defines topic as what the sentence is about (see Section 3.3).

By means of experimental data, Carminati’s (2002) seminal Position of Antecedent Hypothesis (PAH) established that NPs tend to solve co-reference with subject antecedents and OPs with object antecedents in Italian. Although Carminati’s stimuli were short and controlled, her results may be reinterpreted from the angle of the \([\pm TS]\) discourse feature since the subject always appeared in first sentence position and, then, matched the topic. Accordingly, NPs occur in \([-TS]\) contexts whereas OPs occur in \([+TS]\) in null subject languages. Since its postulation, different studies have experimentally tested the PAH (Mayol and Clark 2010 in Catalan, Bel and García-Alcaraz 2015 in MA; Alonso-Ovalle et al. 2002 and Filiaci 2011 in Spanish) and agree in showing the overwhelming NP preferences for recovering antecedents in subject position (thus articulating \([-TS]\)). However, a complementary bias towards antecedents in object position by OPs (thus expressing \([+TS]\)) seems to be less pervasive since variation is attested among null subject languages.

Previous studies focusing on production data reported an overextension of OPs in L2 Spanish, which means that non-native speakers used OPs in \([-TS]\) contexts at a higher rate than monolinguals (Blackwell and Quesada 2012; Domínguez 2013; Lozano 2016); these findings can be accommodated within Tsimpli’s (2011) learner-default’s proposal (i.e. the OP), in contrast with the idea of linguistic-default (i.e. the NP). Different from previous corpus studies and in line with the detailed work by Lozano (2016), in our study specific features that may affect the distribution and choice of NPs and OPs are scrutinized: type of sentence linking (intersentential and intrasentential), clause order (main-subordinate vs.
subordinate-main within intrasentential contexts) and felicitous conditions of usage (ambiguity and redundancy).

Theoretical linguistic approaches have put features and interfaces at the heart of second language acquisition and bilingualism studies (Sorace 2011), while complementary descriptive approaches in L1 data have shown that NPs and OPs are not in free variation but mediated by discourse function and have identified some discourse properties that regulate their distribution (Luján 1985; Zubizarreta 1999). These constraints have also been observed in experimental data (see Quesada 2015 for an overview). In the current study, we aim to contribute to a line of research that offers a more fine-grained exploration of pronoun discourse constraints in extensive texts produced by bilinguals by using empirical data that allows us to make reliable predictions for acquisition. Furthermore, comparing native and bilingual preferences and strategies in pronominal anaphora production can be useful for both descriptive and formal approaches since closely examining empirical data may reveal previously unobserved patterns of usage under particular conditions or in specific contexts and thus contribute to a better understanding of the target language. In carrying out this comparison, it is also our goal to build connections between formal and acquisition research.

1.2 The acquisition of pronominal anaphora in bilingual and L2 speakers

According to previous literature (Liceras 1989; Montrul and Rodríguez-Louro 2006), the syntax of pronouns does not represent a great challenge for acquisition. However, anaphora resolution, that is, assigning a referential meaning to an anaphoric expression by identifying an appropriate and meaningful antecedent, involves the activation of different sources of information from different linguistic levels, which has been said to cause difficulties in learning development, as Sorace’s (2011) Interface Hypothesis (IH) assumes. Previous studies have shown that OPs are the most problematic RE for acquisition and that even in native-like levels of proficiency residual optionality, displayed by a redundant use of OPs, is attested (Tsimpli et al. 2004; Sorace 2011). This optionality consists of an overuse of OPs in [-TS] continuity contexts in bilingual and L2 comprehension and production (Paradis and Navarro 2003 for simultaneous English-Spanish bilingualism, Serratrice et al. 2004 for simultaneous English-Italian bilingualism, Tsimpli et al. 2004 for adult English-Greek bilingualism, Lozano 2009 for adult English-Spanish bilingualism). Given that numerous studies have analyzed the acquisition of subject pronouns in
languages differing in the setting of the null subject parameter, the L2 overuse of OPs for [–TS] has been attributed to cross-linguistic influence from the L1 obligatory subject pronoun (Pérez-Leroux and Glass 1999). However, the cross-linguistic explanation is ruled out as the only explicative factor when, in studies involving bilingualism and two null subject languages, a redundant use of OPs is also attested (Margaza and Bel 2006 for adult Spanish-Greek bilingualism, Sorace et al. 2009 for simultaneous Spanish-Italian bilingualism). To explain this “universal” redundant use of OPs, Sorace and collaborators suggested that OPs are used for [–TS] as a strategy to reduce the processing load the online computation of simultaneous syntactic and pragmatic information imposes on individuals that manage more than one language (Tsimpli 2011). On the other hand, bilingual and L2 speakers at very advanced levels of proficiency appear to show NPs at native-like usage (Lozano 2009; García-Alcaraz and Bel 2011; Bel et al. 2016; but see Montrul and Rodríguez-Louro 2006; Domínguez 2013 for divergent results at lower levels of proficiency). As Lardiere (2011) points out, the IH “is about what is left after almost everything else has been acquired”.

To date, little attention has been paid to the production of REs and reference tracking among speakers of two null subject languages either from the experimental perspective (Kras 2008 for Croatian-Italian, Sorace et al. 2009 for Spanish-Italian, Margaza and Bel 2006 and Lozano 2009 for Greek-Spanish), or from corpus studies (García-Alcaraz and Bel 2011 for MA-Spanish). Moreover, it is important to pay attention to a relatively neglected bilingual population: sequential bilinguals. In this paper, we address the unexplored combination of MA-Spanish (two null subject languages from different language families and with attested similar pronoun biases) and analyze NPs and OPs discourse functions in narrative production of early sequential bilinguals. As a null subject language like Spanish, MA has two different forms of pronouns and NPs realize topic continuity and OPs tend to convey topic change (Bel and García-Alcaraz 2015). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that focuses on the role of topichood in modulating pronominal referencing in narrative production, and offers the possibility to test patterns of pronoun choice and resolution in different syntactic configurations and variable degrees of ambiguity that, no doubt, will inform current theories of pronominal anaphora.

2 The study: research questions and hypothesis

Based on the previous findings, we formulate two research questions and the subsequent hypotheses. We also address the issue of how linguistic theory and
empirical data from bilingual production can benefit from each other, which is the main topic of this Special Issue.

*RQ 1:* Do NPs and OPs have complementary discourse functions in Spanish narrative discourse as has been shown in experimental and theoretical approaches? Do discourse configuration features such as sentence linking (intersentential vs. intrasentential) and clause order (main-subordinate vs. subordinate-main within intrasentential contexts) play a role?

*Hypothesis 1:* Following previous studies (mainly Bel and García-Alcaraz 2015), NPs are expected to be used mainly for [-TS] and OPs for [+TS] in different discourse configurations, being stronger in intrasentential contexts (chiefly in subordinate-main clause order) since the local discourse link between an anaphor and its antecedent in embedded subordinate clauses is much narrower than in independent sentences.

*RQ 2:* Do MA-Spanish early sequential bilinguals display discourse constraints in pronoun choice like those observed in the Spanish control group? Alternatively, do they show instances of ambiguous or redundant use of pronouns (felicitous condition of usage)? In addition, can the findings in bilingual production allow the current linguistic theory and description of pronoun discourse constraints to be refined?

*Hypothesis 2:* As their proficiency level is very high and both languages share discourse features in pronoun production, bilinguals will mirror natives in relation to the discourse constraints that govern pronoun distribution. If, on the other hand, handling two languages has consequences for bilingual production (and processing) as some approaches propose (i.e. the IH), pronoun usage patterns will show optionality and will result in the overextension of OPs (i.e. the learner-default form) for more complex pragmatic contexts. Moreover, it could be that strategies and preferences attested in bilingual production can be extended to native production, but to a lesser extent (less used or, even, hidden), given that managing reference tracking through pronouns entails complexity even for natives. This would highlight how the study of bilingualism can contribute to formal and descriptive linguistics.

3 Method

3.1 Participants

Thirty-four MA-Spanish sequential bilinguals and thirty L1 Spanish control speakers participated in the study. MA-Spanish bilinguals are teenagers recruited from a public secondary school in Barcelona. They were born in Spain or in Morocco and moved to Spain at a very young age. Their family language is MA, and Spanish and Catalan are the environmental languages. They all recognize Spanish as the most used language in social and school contexts (see Table 1). According to Montrul (2008), they are all early sequential bilinguals as they were intensively and regularly exposed to Spanish from the age of three (and, in all cases before six).
Participants were asked to produce two texts in oral and written modalities. A judge with specialized expertise in the assessment of Spanish as a second language evaluated the two texts according to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). Only MA-Spanish bilingual speakers with a C1-C2 Spanish level (advanced user) were included in the study.

L1 Spanish control speakers were university students from the same sociolinguistic context (mean age = 20.68; range 19–25; SD = 3.28) and all were born and raised in Catalonia. They were exposed to Spanish before 3 and self-evaluated their Spanish oral and written skills as excellent. Both MA-Spanish bilinguals and L1 Spanish controls were exposed to the same variety of Spanish. Spanish and Catalan are two languages with similar discourse constraints to determine subject pronoun choice (Bel et al. 2010; Mayol and Clark 2010) so that the fact that both groups also speak Catalan does not seem to interfere in this specific domain.

3.2 Production task

We analyze written (semi) spontaneous narrative production. According to Lozano (2009), both written and oral spontaneous production reflects native and non-native linguistic intuitions regarding subject pronoun choice and expression. Likewise, previous research studying the co-reference patterns of REs in oral and written discourses show parallel distribution of NPs and OPs in both text modalities (Bel et al. 2010; García-Alcaraz and Bel 2011). Our corpus is a sample of a wider corpus that includes oral and written narrative production texts from MA-Spanish and Amazigh-Spanish bilinguals with different proficiency levels of Spanish (Bel 2013).

Following the methodology and procedure of Berman’s (2008) international project on cross-linguistic comparison in literacy development, participants were shown a three-minute silent film twice. The film, used as a video
prompt to elicit production, depicted different scenes of interpersonal conflicts at school. They were then asked to write down a similar story that had happened to a friend. By focusing on discourse non-present referents and not on personal stories is in line with the desire to elicit a large number of third person subject pronouns.

### 3.3 Data treatment: transcription and codification

The texts elicited were transcribed in the CHILDES system (MacWhinney 2000). The original spelling was preserved as well as all the lexical, morphological and spelling errors and were marked according to CHAT conventions (see Bel 2013). Once transcribed, the texts were divided into clauses. According to Berman and Slobin (1994), each clause involves a unified predicate that expresses a unique situation (activity, event or state) and, therefore, it necessarily includes a subject (null or overt).

All third-person (animate) REs were isolated and codified with the following exceptions: REs containing universal or existential quantifiers, REs with generic interpretation, relative clauses where the relative pronoun functioned as a subject and emphatic and contrastive OPs. In all these cases NPs and OPs do not adjust to the recovery conditions analyzed in this study. For each analyzable subject, a dependent line was created and specific codes were introduced (see Table 2). Since only forward anaphora was addressed –the occurrence of backward anaphora was almost non-existent–, the searching for an antecedent started in the preceding clause, and then it continued up through the different clauses until it was found. To control for inter-rater reliability, two independent transcribers coded 20% of the narratives, corresponding to six full transcriptions (three from each group). For the control group, Cohen’s kappa was $\kappa = 0.876$ ($p < 0.001$) for discourse function and $\kappa = 0.788$ ($p < 0.001$) for access to antecedent. Discordant rates were discussed to get consensus.

Following Zubizarreta’s (1999) proposal, we understand topic as the theme -i.e. what the sentence is about and appears in sentence initial position. There is a high degree of overlapping between a subject and a topic, as shown in (1). However, looking carefully at ‘real’ discourse may provide insights into the intricate interaction between these two roles and help us realize that they are not always interchangeable. For example, in example (2), the topic, the dislocated object (‘Carmen’), introduced by the typical Spanish accusative marker ‘a’, and the subject (‘Manuel’) are dissociated. In this case
Table 2: Coding criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morphosyntactic form of the RE</th>
<th>Determiner Phrase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>Overt Subject Pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP</td>
<td>Null Subject Pronoun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discourse function of the RE</th>
<th>Topic continuity (or topic maintenance)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>–TS</td>
<td>Topic shift (or topic change)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence relationship between the clauses that contain the pronoun and the antecedent</th>
<th>Intrasentential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of clause where the anaphoric pronoun was found</th>
<th>Main clause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Subordinate clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Coordinate clause</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clause order (applies only to intrasentential contexts)</th>
<th>Main-Subordinate order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Subordinate-Main order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access to the antecedent</th>
<th>Clear Antecedent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the *pro* refers to an object antecedent (*Carmen*) and its discourse function is [–TS], since *a Carmen* is the topic of the previous clause.

(1) Raquel nunca corregía a Julián porque *pro* era muy vergonzosa. ‘Raquel never corrected Julian because *pro* was very shy’

(2) A Carmen, Manuel siempre la consolaba cuando *pro* estaba triste. ‘Carmen, Manuel always consoled her when *pro* was sad’

Examples of topic continuity and change as well as felicitous and infelicitous (ambiguous or redundant) pragmatic contexts from our corpus are explained in detail in Section 5 through examples (3)–(5).
3.4 Corpus description

The corpus consists of 64 written narrative texts (30 from Spanish speakers and 34 from bilinguals) whose general features are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3: General features of narratives texts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spanish L1</th>
<th>MA-Spanish bilinguals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tokens(^a) per text</td>
<td>258.50</td>
<td>91–419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of types(^b) per text</td>
<td>151.50</td>
<td>61–232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of clauses</td>
<td>41.33</td>
<td>17–79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type/Token Ratio</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.47–0.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Total number of words.
\(^b\)Unrepeated number of words.

L1 speakers produced longer texts than bilinguals did as shown by two independent t-test comparing number of tokens (t (62) = 9.553; p = 0.001) and number of clauses (t (62) = 7.118; p = 0.001). Text richness, as measured by number of types, yielded a significant difference (t (62) = 10.867; p = 0.001); however, Type/Token Ratio, which is also a measurement of lexical richness, did not reveal differences between groups (t (62) = 0.108; p = 0.914).

4 Results

4.1 Production of referring expressions

The total number of third-person REs in subject position were 876, a substantial number showing that narratives and the specific instruction given promoted a large amount of target REs. Comparing groups, L1 speakers are more productive than bilinguals (they produced 518 and 358 REs, respectively; Table 4). This finding correlates with differences in text length, as measured by the average number of

Table 4: Frequencies (and percentages) of third person subject REs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Determiner Phrase</th>
<th>Null pronoun</th>
<th>Overt pronoun</th>
<th>Total subject productions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1 Spanish</td>
<td>194 (37.45 %)</td>
<td>302 (58.30 %)</td>
<td>22 (4.25 %)</td>
<td>518 (100 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilingual Spanish</td>
<td>124 (34.64 %)</td>
<td>208 (58.10 %)</td>
<td>26 (7.26 %)</td>
<td>358 (100 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
clauses by text (L1 speakers = 41.33 vs. bilinguals = 21.73; Table 3). On the other hand, the average realization and the overall distribution of the three REs considered at this level of the analysis are similar for both groups as confirmed by a two-way independent Chi-square analysis ($\chi^2 = 3.977, df = 2, p = 0.137$).

Data from Table 4 also shows that NPs are the most represented RE and that OPs are uncommon, resulting in a very limited number of occurrences. These findings fit with descriptive studies (Luján 1985; Fernández-Soriano 1999) that have identified NPs as the non-marked pronominal option (the linguistic-default option), while OPs are considered marked and the learner-default option (Tsimpli 2011) as explained earlier. In between both pronouns, we find DPs. A Chi-square analysis comparing NPs and overt REs (OPs and DPs) revealed no differences between groups ($\chi^2 = 0.003, df = 1, p = 0.953$). The rationale behind the grouping of these two overt REs was to check IH’s predictions, according to which bilingual speakers rely on the overuse of explicit REs to override processing load when they face the task of selecting the appropriate anaphor; however, this pattern is not evident in our corpus at this level of analysis.

4.2 Discourse trends of null and overt pronouns in L1 and bilingual Spanish

In this section, we ask whether NPs are specialized to express continuity, understood as [–TS], and OPs to express change of reference, i.e. [+TS], across clauses. Due to the low number of OPs and, hence, the impossibility to perform parametric tests, the statistics for each pronoun are displayed separately.

4.2.1 Null pronouns

Tables 5 and 6 include the results for each discourse function, [±Topic-Shift], separately for intrasentential and intersentential contexts. As can be seen, NPs in L1 and bilingual Spanish entail [–TS] (always higher than 64%) regardless of the dependence relationship between the clauses containing the anaphor and its antecedent. Surprisingly, both groups also use NPs to convey topic reintroduction, i.e. [+TS], at around 30–35% of the cases in both inter- and intrasentential contexts; such discourse function is unexpected for these pronouns, as many authors have claimed, and appears to entail an infelicitous, or ambiguous, usage. We will discuss this matter later in further detail.

To confirm the earlier observations, the values for each discourse function in both sentence relationships were submitted to a repeated-measures ANOVA with
Discourse function ([−TS] vs. [+TS]) and Sentence relationship (intrasentential vs. intersentential) as within-subject factors and Group (L1 Spanish vs. bilingual Spanish) as between-subject factor. All parametric inferential statistics were performed based on arcsine transformed mean proportions. Results revealed a main effect of Discourse function (F(1, 49) = 9.565; p = 0.003) and Sentence relationship (F(1, 49) = 26.558; p = 0.001), meaning that NPs are specialized for [−TS] in both groups and that the type of sentence dependency plays a role in how NPs are internally distributed but does not determine a different discourse specialization.

Furthermore, as stated above, a percentage of NPs higher than expected were used for [+TS] (around 30–35%), which might lead to ambiguity. To go deeper into this issue, a more detailed analysis of NPs within [+TS] contexts was developed. In Tables 7 and 8, we distinguish the number of NPs used for [+TS] that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5: Frequencies (and percentages) of NPs’ discourse functions at intrasentential level by group.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilingual Spanish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6: Frequencies (and percentages) of NPs’ discourse functions at intersentential level by group.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilingual Spanish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7: Frequencies (and percentage) of NPs for [+TS] depending on the access to the antecedent at intrasentential level by group.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilingual Spanish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
have a clear antecedent or an ambiguous antecedent for sentence relationship and group. In the former case, the existence of only one antecedent – or several antecedents, of which only one matches the phi-features of the NP at issue – in the preceding discourse leaves no room for any ambiguity as the referential content of the NP can be unequivocally retrieved by linking it to that antecedent (see [3] in Section 5 for an example). In the latter case, the presence of several referents in the current discourse that match phi-features of the NP being solved may lead to ambiguity if, additionally, the interlocutor (i.e. the reader) cannot rely on semantic or pragmatic clues that allow clear selection and identification of the appropriate antecedent (see [4] in Section 5 for an example of this scenario). From the data on Tables 7 and 8 we see, in fact, that the total number of true ambiguous cases is rather low and only affects the bilingual group.

Data from Tables 7 and 8 shows that L1 Spanish speakers resort to NPs for [+TS], regardless of the sentence relation, only when the reader can recover the antecedent unambiguously since no ambiguous reference is attested. However, NPs for [+TS] are not always used by bilinguals to recover an unequivocal antecedent. A repeated-measures ANOVA with two within-subject factors (Type of antecedent [clear vs. ambiguous] and Sentence relationship [intrasentential vs. intersentential]) and Group as between-subject factor confirmed the main effect of Type of antecedent (F(1, 26) = 374.319; p = 0.001) and the interaction Type of antecedent × Group (F(1, 26) = 4.518; p = 0.043).

To summarize, L1 speakers employ NPs for [+TS] only when the antecedent is easily accessible and clearly retrievable; in contrast, bilingual speakers appear not to have a complete command of the whole set of specific discourse conditions that allow NPs in topic-change contexts. Rather bilingual speakers seem to display an overproduction of NPs for [+TS] with non-accessible antecedents, which results in referential ambiguity that could lead to misunderstandings. This issue will be exemplified and discussed further in Section 5 with example 5.

At the intrasentential level, main-subordinate and subordinate-main clause orders were analyzed to ascertain whether variable order plays a role in the discourse function that NPs convey. Data in Tables 9 and 10 show that, in both

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Intersentential contexts</th>
<th>Clear antecedent</th>
<th>Ambiguous antecedent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1 Spanish</td>
<td>82 (100 %)</td>
<td>0 (0 %)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilingual Spanish</td>
<td>45 (83.33 %)</td>
<td>9 (16.67 %)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
clause orders, NPs are mainly used to maintain a topic. However, while in subordinate-main clause order there is a sharp trend favoring [-TS] function, the results are more flexible in main-subordinate order since NPs (more than one-third) are even used for topic shifting.

A repeated-measures ANOVA performed with Discourse function ([−TS] vs. [+TS]) and Clausal (main-subordinate vs. subordinate-main) order as within subject factors and Group as a between-subject factor yielded only a main effect of Discourse function (F(1, 9) = 16.645; p = 0.003). These findings bring to light that NPs, in both L1 and bilingual Spanish, are mainly used for [-TS] at the intrasentential level despite the relative order of clauses.

### 4.2.2 Overt pronouns

Due to the low number of occurrences of OPs, data was analyzed through the non-parametric Fisher exact test and only regarding sentence linking. According to data in Tables 11 and 12, a division of work among OPs emerges as they are used for [-TS] at intrasentential level and for [+TS] at intersentential level both in L1 and bilingual Spanish.

The number of OPs produced by both groups for [+TS] and [-TS] at both levels were submitted to inferential statistics that did not reveal significant differences between L1 and bilingual speakers neither at intrasentential

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Main-subordinate clause order</th>
<th>Subordinate-main clause order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−Topic Shift</td>
<td>+Topic Shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Spanish</td>
<td>33 (62.26 %)</td>
<td>20 (37.74 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilingual Spanish</td>
<td>30 (66.67 %)</td>
<td>15 (33.33 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Subordinate-main clause order</th>
<th>−Topic Shift</th>
<th>+Topic Shift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−Topic Shift</td>
<td>+Topic Shift</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Spanish</td>
<td>16 (88.89 %)</td>
<td>2 (11.11 %)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilingual Spanish</td>
<td>7 (87.5 %)</td>
<td>1 (12.5 %)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Frequencies (and percentages) of NPs and discourse function at intrasentential level by group (main-subordinate).

Table 10: Frequencies (and percentages) of NPs and discourse function at intrasentential level by group (subordinate-main).
(p = 0.999) nor intersentential (p = 0.723) level. Therefore, in the subsequent analysis both samples were grouped together. The frequency of OPs for [+TS] and [–TS] in both sentence relationships were compared and a significant difference (p = 0.001) was obtained, meaning that the type of sentence dependency that mediates between the pronoun and the antecedent influences OPs’ discourse specialization. Briefly, OPs are mainly used for [+TS] at intersentential level and for [–TS] at intrasentential level. Although data from OPs is very limited and does not allow us to draw strong conclusions, it does show some discourse tendencies.

5 Discussion

RQ 1: Do NPs and OPs have complementary discourse functions in Spanish narrative discourse as has been shown in experimental and theoretical approaches? Do discourse configuration features such as sentence linking (intersentential vs. intrasentential) and clause order (main-subordinate vs. subordinate-main within intrasentential contexts) play a role?

Inferential statistics showed that NPs are mainly used to maintain a topic in L1 Spanish, regardless of sentence dependency and clause order, and that OPs display divergent discourse functions in intersentential [+TS] and
in intrasentential [-TS] contexts. Our data also reveals that NPs are used for [+TS] at around 31–35% (intra- and intersentential, respectively), a percentage higher than expected according to previous studies (Tsimpli et al. 2004; Sorace 2011). A closer inspection to NPs conveying [+TS] in L1 Spanish reveals that this usage is not illicit since it does not generate referential ambiguity when the antecedents are accessible and can be easily retrieved. As Ariel (1990) predicts, the more salient a referent is the more likely speakers tend to use minimally phonetic forms, which explains the “overuse” of NPs detected. These findings are consistent with those in Liceras et al. (2010), as they argue that NPs can reintroduce a topic in specific discourse conditions that rule out ambiguity (see our discussion in Section 4.2.1). Bel and Albert (2016) also find non-illicit NPs for the same discourse function in spontaneous production among Spanish speakers of different ages and it is a recurrent pattern reported in production that should not be disregarded in further study of anaphora resolution. In a similar vein, Lozano (2016: 255) notices that “natives sporadically ‘violate’ pragmatic rules by being redundant and ambiguous”, mainly when they can rely on alternative mechanisms, such as contextual information, to facilitate anaphor interpretation. Not all authors agree on the different roles that NPs can convey; for example, Montrul and Rodríguez-Louro (2006) consider all NPs for [+TS] anomalous, but according to our data, this proposal is quite a simplification. Example 3 provides a discourse excerpt with an unambiguous NP expressing topic shift given that antecedent identification can rely on morphological cues.

(3) Example of non-ambiguous NP for [+TS]. L1 female Spanish speaker (21 years old)

(1) *STU: [...] El día anterior había llovido.
   ‘The day before was raining’

(2) *STU: el suelo estaba resbaladizo.
   ‘the floor was slippery’

(3) *STU: y alguna que otra vez pro se había resbalado.
   ‘and occasionally pro slipped’

(4) *STU: mojada, pero satisfecha, pro subió al coche.
   ‘wet, but satisfied, pro got into the car’

(5) *STU: y pro apresuró a mis padres.
   ‘and pro hurried my parents’

(6) *STU: para que pro la llevan a la ciudad.
   ‘in order pro drove her into the city’
In this passage, a female protagonist of the narrated story is reintroduced in clause 3 by means of a NP (pro) expressing the current sentence topic, different from the previous one. Given that in the immediate previous sentences no other characters are presented, the protagonist is still active in the writer and, allegedly, the reader’s mind. Hence, the NP reference is clear and easily retrievable albeit it conveys a topic shift. In the following clauses 4 and 5, the topic is maintained through an NP, by realizing the [+TS] feature typical of this kind of pronoun. Interestingly, in subordinate clause 6 another NP embodies a new change in sentence topic but, again, it is not ambiguous because its phi-features (evidenced from verb plural marking) unequivocally identify a referring expression (‘my parents’) in the preceding clause as its antecedent. As the antecedent occurs in a non-topic position and the NP in a topic position, then the NP realizes a topic shift.

(4) Example of non-ambiguous NP for [+TS]. L1 female Spanish speaker (20 years old)

(1) *STU: [...] Una vez este chico se metió con mi hermano.
‘Once this guy teased my brother’

(2) *STU: y mi hermano lo estampó contra la pared.
‘and my brother crashed him into the wall’

(3) *STU: y pro le rompió la muñeca.
‘and pro broke his wrist’

(4) *STU: bueno, pro no sé.
‘well, pro don’t know’

(5) *STU: si pro se la rompió.
‘if pro broke it’

(6) *STU: pero al día siguiente pro la llevaba enyesada [...]．
‘but the following day pro had the wrist in plaster’

Example (4) provides an instance of a non-ambiguous NPs used for [+TS] in clause 5 since semantic clues play an essential role in reference retrieving. Clauses 1 and 2 alternate between two different topics, ‘the guy’ and ‘the brother’ respectively. In clause 3 a NP, pro, maintains the preceding topic; clause 4 contains a NP whose referential content is unambiguously retrieved by means of morphological cues (the verb ending, ‘sé’, signals first person), as in example (3). Then, in clause 5, another NP introduces an unexpected change in topic sentence but its referential content is not compromised as it is easily interpreted as co-referent with only one of the competing antecedents given the predicate
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semantic information: ‘the brother’, who broke the wrist. Again, in clause 6, a NP represents a new shift in topic sentence: in this case, the predicate semantics visibly signals ‘the guy’, who is the only individual with a broken wrist, as coreferent with the NP.

In short, despite the main pragmatic function of NPs to maintain the topic, they can also be used to felicitously change the topic under specific discourse conditions that do not disturb antecedent retrieving over shifts of topic across clauses. Pragmatic plausibility may modulate the interpretative preferences of NPs—usually used to convey topic continuity—in that they can also be engaged in topic shift contexts. To summarize, the conditions that ‘cancel’ the pragmatic [–TS] feature of NPs, thus favoring an unexpected twist in topic tracking, are mainly two: i) the existence of intervening competing antecedents of different (gender or number, or even person) phi-features to those of the anaphor, allowing linkage to the appropriate existing antecedent matching NP phi-features, and ii) the semantic plausibility provided by the predicate that comes with the anaphor being solved by the inferences from contextual information that better fit with a reasonable reference resolution. By this means, ambiguity is prevented as shown by the results in Tables 7 and 8.

Lozano (2016) provides results along the same lines for NPs but he goes one step further in claiming that NPs are the preferred RE for topic change, so our findings are not so surprising. He eventually observes that speakers are sporadically redundant and use OPs as a disambiguating device when two different gender antecedents are at play. Again, such a strategy does not occur in our corpus. It is worth mentioning that speakers can resort to a full RE, a DP, to bypass referential uncertainty. This broader tracking reference device goes beyond our aims.

Because the number of occurrences of OPs is very limited, we need to be cautious when drawing conclusions. In brief, OPs are typically used for [+TS], as observed in previous corpus studies (Bentivoglio 1987; Lozano 2009). This applies mainly to the intersentential level as the number of instances in intrasentential contexts is negligible. Given this picture, redundancy linked to OPs is absent from our corpus.

In its original form, Carminati’s (2002) PAH was proposed as a processing strategy, at a structural level in intrasentential contexts, to explain the division of labor between NPs, used for [–TS], and OPs, used for [+TS]. Although our results do not exactly replicate these findings in the case of OPs, concurrent patterns of usage are attested across contexts in the case of NPs, as they appear to be very steady and constant in conveying topic continuity. This could mean that the principles that regulate NPs’ distribution and co-reference preferences are not constrained by structural requirements but rather by
pragmatic-contextual properties and processing issues. In our corpus study, similar findings have been found in both sentence relations (intrasentential and intrasentential) as well as in both clause orders (main-subordinate-subordinate-main) suggesting that the PAH goes beyond the structural level and that it may be possible to extrapolate to a larger discourse level. It is revealing that evidence coming from careful and reliable experimentation, using a continuation story task, has shown that pronoun choice “is influenced by the likelihood that the referent is the current topic” (Rohde and Kehler 2014). In sum, we draw on the relevant theoretical assumptions of intersentential and null and overt pronouns’ constraints but it is evident that our findings based on empirical data from a language corpus go one step further, uncovering some regularities across types of sentence linking that might benefit the understanding of Spanish pronouns and by extension have implications for linguistic theory.

**RQ 2:** Do MA-Spanish early sequential bilinguals display discourse constraints in pronoun choice like those observed in the Spanish control group? Alternatively, do they show instances of ambiguous or redundant use of pronouns (felicitous condition of usage)? In addition, can the findings in bilingual production allow the current linguistic theory and description of pronoun discourse constraints to be refined?

Our results indicate that Spanish native speakers and MA-Spanish early sequential bilinguals use NPs and OPs in a similar way. Thus, overall, these findings illustrate that bilingual speakers are sensitive to the discourse constraints that regulate the distribution of NPs and OPs and mirror native preferences. Both groups use NPs for [–TS], regardless of type of sentence relationship and clause order, and OPs for [+TS], especially in intersentential contexts, where more instances were attested in our corpus. Additionally, but slightly different from natives, bilingual speakers use NPs in an unexpected flexible way that gives rise to their emergence in topic changing contexts, both at intrasentential and intersentential levels. These results contrast with Blackwell and Quesada’s (2012: 162) findings, who found evidence that native Spanish speakers choose more minimal forms than L2 speakers, who gradually replace elaborate forms with pronouns and, then, OPs with NPs. A possible explanation for this divergence could be language proficiency, since they studied beginner, intermediate and advanced speakers of Spanish, whereas we included near-native speakers of Spanish (born and/or raised in Spain), who seems to perform more native-like. However, additional analyses have shown that our bilinguals have not gained full mastery in this area yet: bilinguals produced more ambiguous NPs than Spanish natives did.
This lack of control of subtle discourse-pragmatic features corroborates previous findings on bilinguals (García-Alcaraz and Bel 2011; Bel et al. 2016; for the current language pair, or Kras 2008 for Croatian-Italian bilinguals, crucially all null subject languages).

(5) Example of ambiguous NP for [+TS]. MA-Spanish bilingual female (15 year old)

(1) *STU: una vez pro₁ me enfade [: enfadé] con una amiga mia₁ [: mia].
   ‘Once pro got upset with a friend of mine’

(2) *STU: porque pro Já leva [: iba] diciendo a mi mejor amiga₂.
   ‘because pro was telling to my best friend’

(3) *STU: que yo₁ era una falsa.
   ‘that I was insincere’

(4) *STU: y pro₂ me insultaba.
   ‘and pro insulted me’

(5) *STU: y yo₁ no me di cuenta.
   ‘and I didn’t notice it’

In this excerpt, three REs are involved: the narrator (1st person pro in clause 1), ‘a friend of mine’ and ‘my best friend’. In clause 2, the NP changes the topic unambiguously and in clause 3 the OP introduces a new topic shift. In clause 4, the NP in subject position is predicted to be indicating topic continuity (interpretation provided by the subindex ₁) but this reading contradicts the inference encoded in the event described by the predicate information and, then, it is ruled out. Alternatively, it is interpreted as instantiating a topic change and this seems to be the case; however, there are two potential antecedents (‘a friend of mine’ and ‘my best friend’) but clues are not clear enough to guide disambiguation towards one of the two competing elements and co-reference cannot be solved; the subsequent discourse does not help to disambiguate either.

As discussed earlier, the constraints that allow NPs for [+TS] are very restrictive since they must prevent full recovery of referential content; it is worth remembering that morphological, semantic and contextual cues can act as disambiguating cues, as Pešková (2014) highlights.

---

1 As proposed by an anonymous reviewer, the hypothesis that Spanish speakers use subject pronouns in accord with both syntactic and pragmatic constrains and that bilingual speakers do not, could be influenced, somehow, by their age and writing skills: university students (Spanish speakers) vs. high school students (bilingual speakers).
Considering that bilingual speakers produce more illicit NPs as [+TS] than native speakers, our results would seem to support instability in pronominal choice, a syntax-pragmatic phenomenon. Nevertheless, and curiously enough, the locus of indeterminacy, or residual optionality, in bilingual discourse is not directly associated with OPs, as predicted by the IH, but with NPs. Note that the IH, as it is formulated to date, could not explain our findings. Consequently, we would like to contribute to linguistic theory proposing that the phenomenon of indeterminacy in pronominal anaphora choice—and resolution—do not depend on the type of pronoun, as defended up to know, but rather on the [+TS] discourse feature. In our proposal, the feature [+TS], in comparison with [−TS], would be marked and, therefore, could represent a challenge for acquisition. Hendriks (2014) argue that changing the topic is pragmatically more challenging in cognitive terms since this activity seems to consume more cognitive resources than maintaining the topic. So, in parallel with NPs as the linguistic-default form, and OPs as the learner-default option (Tsimpli 2011), the [−TS] discourse feature would represent the discourse-default choice.

Focusing on OPs, the analyses performed showed that they are mainly used for [+TS] in bilingual and L1 discourse at the intersentential level, the most common contexts in our corpus (the number of occurrences in intrasentential contexts is insignificant). Thus, the overproduction of OPs for [−TS] entailing redundancy, as the IH and previous studies predict (Lozano 2009; García-Alcaraz and Bel 2011), is not present in our bilingual written corpus, and then the alleged learner-default option proposed to supersede processing pressure in production processes in L2 learners (Tsimpli 2011) does not appear to be operative here. Lozano’s (2016) Pragmatic Principles Violation Hypothesis is not confirmed either, as our bilingual corpus includes more ambiguous NPs than redundant OPs. In contrast, our findings are in line with those in Montrul and Rodríguez-Louro (2006), Domínguez (2013) and Bel et al. (2016), which show that bilingual and L2 speakers can achieve a native-like management of OPs’ discourse constraints. Of course, these observations must be taken cautiously as they are based on a small, and maybe heterogeneous, sample. This is of particular concern when dealing with infrequent language facts in corpus studies, as is the case of OPs; as noticed by some variationist studies, the proportion of third subject pronoun expression in Peninsular Spanish is not higher than 10–11% (Silva-Corvalán 2014). Nonetheless, despite the low number of OPs, tendencies can be perceived.

Finally, since one of the goals of this article is to connect linguistic theory and empirical data from bilingual speakers, we would like to point out that, although the discourse properties that regulate the distribution of pronouns in Spanish have been identified in the linguistic literature, some specific
constraints have still not been evaluated. The most important and novel finding in relation to the organization of pronouns in bilingual discourse production in Spanish is that the switch-reference function is not only restricted to OPs - or other full REs- but that NPs can also convey reference change; as pointed out in a previous paragraph this result is not in accordance with theoretical assumptions. This finding, together with our proposal that \([-TS]\) is the unmarked option of the \([\pm TS]\) feature both in native and bilingual discourse, opens new avenues of inquiry for language description and illustrates how empirical data from bilinguals, as well as natives, can further linguistic theory.

6 Conclusions

Using a corpus of written narrative texts, we have found an unnoticed flexible usage of NPs overall both in L1 and bilingual Spanish linked to \([-TS]\), which contradicts previous findings and led us to speculate that this function is the least costly and unmarked option in discourse. We argue that anaphora resolution in MA-Spanish early sequential bilinguals, a language combination unexplored so far, is mostly native-like, except for the control of ambiguity. We also propose that investigating corpus data of language production and developing a fine-grained codification system might shed light on how NPs and OPs’ discourse constraints work in real and extensive texts and might help to discover uses that might not have been noticed otherwise. In other words, the study of Spanish subject pronouns is an extremely fruitful topic that clearly demonstrates how important it is to build bridges between linguistic theory and research on (bilingual) language acquisition. In the current study, only written data was analyzed. Hence, future research should complement it with the analysis of spoken corpus.
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